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Self- Care Checklist 
Over the next several weeks our lives may change, in both big and small ways. Let’s make 

sure we are taking care of ourselves during a hard time. Directions: Go through the 
following checklist and mark the items with an (X) that you think you are doing well. If you 

see something on the list you want to try put a (O)!   

Challenge: Write in your own self-care practice in at least one of the blank (Other) items. 

 

Physical Self-Care 

___ Eat healthy foods regularly  

___ Take part in physical activities that 
are fun for you  

___ Take breaks alone when needed 

___ Get enough sleep 

___ Take time to care your bodily hygiene  
 -i.e. wash hand, showers/baths, 
keep area around you clean, brush teeth, 
etc.  

___ Time away from telephones and 
social media 

___ Other: 

 

Psychological Self-Care 

___ Make time for self-reflection 

___ Go see a therapist/counselor 

___ Write in a journal 

___ Read things that interest you other 
than school work  

___ Try new things  

___ Say “no” to extra activities or to 
friends  

___ Other: 

 

Emotional Self-Care 

___Stay in contact with important people 
in your life 

- During this time you can 
schedule weekly video chats 
with family and friends  

___ Give yourself positive affirmations 

___ Identify comforting activities, objects, 
people, relationships, places and seek 
them out 

___ Allow yourself to cry 

___ Find things that make you laugh 

___ Strive for balance among school, 
family, relationships, play and rest 

___ Other: 

 

Spiritual Self-Care 

___ Spend time with nature 

___ Find a spiritual connection or 
community 

___ Identify what is meaningful to you and 
how it plays a role in your life  

___ Meditate 

___ Sing 

___ Other



 

 



 



 

Writing Prompts 
 

1. What is your “High” of Today, this week, or this month? What is 
your “low?” 

2. Describe your perfect day. Who would you spend it with and what 
would you do? 

3. Who is someone in your life that you are grateful for? Describe the 
parts of this person that make you happy. 

4. If you could change one thing about the world, what would you 
choose? Why? 

5. Describe a time when you had to be brave. What was the scenario? 
What feelings came up? How did you feel before and after? 

6. Write a short story about what you think life will be like in the 
year 2500.  

7. Describe something new that you have learned this year.  
8. What makes you who you are? Why are you unique? List everything 

you can think of! 
 



 

At-Home Scavenger Hunt 
This scavenger hunt can be done right in your own home! Grab a sibling or a 

caregiver, or you can find them all on your own. To increase the difficulty level, 
consider dividing into teams or adding a time limit! 

 
 
Do your best to find all of the following: 
□ Something that starts with the letter “E” 

□ Something that is soft 

□ Something that is smaller than a penny 
□ Something that you are grateful for 
□ Something that can be used in multiple ways 
□ Something that makes you feel good about yourself 
□ Something that starts with the letter “L” 
□ Something that makes a nice sound 
□ Something that is yellow 
□ Something that floats 
□ Something that reminds you of the phrase, “Girl Power” 
□ Something that grows 
□ Something that starts with the letter “W” 
□ Something that you could not live without 

□ Something that can be used for self-care (i.e. anything you do or use to take 
care of your physical, mental, or spiritual health) 
□ Something shiny 

□ Something outside that you enjoy 
□ Something that moves on its own 
 
BONUS: Find something with a positive quote or message (electronics not 
allowed!) 



 

 



 

Meditation Activities 
 

Meditation is the practice of focusing our thoughts. This focusing can be done in a 
number of ways – through breathing exercises, through visualizing images, and more. 
Meditation can provide us with a sense of calm, peace, and balance. It can benefit 
both our emotional well-being and our overall health. And, these benefits don't end 

when your meditation session ends - meditation can help us carry more calmly through 
our day and help us to better cope with stress and difficult emotions.  

 
Below are a few different meditation activities that you can try alone, or with a friend or 
family member, in order to “pause” and “slow down” for a bit – and hopefully find some 

relaxation! They can be done in silence or with soft music playing. 
 
 

Breathing Meditations 
 

1) Sit up tall with your legs crossed or lie down on your back. Close your eyes. 
Begin breathing deep enough that you can hear your breath. 
Feel how the breath moves through your body, and notice the flow of the breath 
through your nostrils - in and out of your body. 
Try to feel the contact of the air with the inside your nose, or how the air touches 
your upper lips. 
Now gradually make the breath much gentler and let it flow naturally but keep 
listening to its sound. 
Try not to listen to your thoughts; listen more to your breath. 
Whenever you find yourself thinking of other things, come back to your breath. 
Practice this with your breath for as long as you want or need to. 
(You can practice the same meditation listening to your heartbeat by bringing 
your full attention to it in a similar manner.) 

 
 

2) “Pay attention to how you are feeling” - take the time to notice your feelings and 
pause and reflect before responding to sources of stress. 

• Place one hand on your belly and one on your chest. 
• Take a deep breath into your belly and feel your hand rise. 
• Exhale slowly and gently through your lips, like you are blowing on hot 

soup. 
• Repeat two to four times. 
• Respond to the situation once you’ve calmed yourself. 

 
 

Partner Meditation 



 

 
“Sitting Still Together” 

Sit back to back with a friend or family member, backs and heads touching.  
Feel each other breathing through your backs. 
Breathe in and out slowly and deeply, coordinating the rhythm of your breath.  
Sit as still as you can, just for a few moments, as you listen to the sound of the breath or 
to silence. 
Help each other focus and go within by remaining still. 
Now, try to feel how, with your breath, you connect to your friend/family member, and 
everything around you. 
We all support each other and we are all interconnected! 
 
 

Visualization Meditation 
  

 
 

  



 

 



 

  



 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Using magazine or newspaper clippings, paste a collage of images and words that 
inspire you & support your wellbeing 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 

 



 

  



 

 



 

 



 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

  



 

  



 

 



 

 


